
Some people say that the Internet provides people with a lot of
valuable information . Others think access to much information
creates problems . which view do you agree with ? Use specific
reasons and examples to support your answer .
It is obvious that anything can be beneficial or harmful and the 
Internet is not excluding excluded . It has both advantages and
disadvantages but In my opinion it is more useful than problematic
. I illustrate some explanations .

Firstly , by the internet we can access to knowledge very easily
and quickly in everywhere . For instance , If you want to search for
some subjects , you do not need to go to the library and waste a
lot of time and read a lot of books . you can just search your topic
in on the google or some websites and then you can find what you
were you looking for .
Secondly , with the internet anyone can connect to any part of the
world . For example , if you live in the Tokyo and your family
resides in Iran , not only can you talk to them every day , but also
you can speak to them pictorial visually with some applications
such as Skype or Facebook even whatsapp and so on . And this is
one of the reasons/things that has made migrations easier .
Another important point is that , the internet has revolutionized
business . I mean creation of online shopping . You can order
anything  you want online such as clothes , foods , cars even
plane or train tickets . This can help you to save your time and do
not waste for this kind of stuff.

On the other hand , nowadays one of the biggest issues we are
facing , are is hackers and some information that/which children
should not have not access to it . This it is clear that social media
like instagram where everyone can post or share information on it ,
because of this some bad guysoffenders/wrongdoers or hackers
will steal data and use it in adverse things or there are also some
nasty images or films on the Internet that children do should not
have watch it .
Ultimately , from my prespective it depends on the way you use
the internet , it will brings benefits or cause problems which
impact to your life but if you have the right settings or set a
password on your computer , you can protect it from hackers or
kids who are underage .


